2012 honda pilot interior

Conditions apply. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Use my current location. If the detected vehicle
slows to a stop, ACC is designed to slow and stop your vehicle as well. After stopping, a tap on
the throttle instructs the car to continue maintaining the desired interval. Honda Limited
Warranty. Roadside Assistance. Visit Honda Automobiles homepage. Arriving Spring Shopping
Tools. Are you sure? Your ZIP Code helps us search inventory at dealers near you. High
performance, dynamic style. Style meets comfort. With aggressive styling from front to back,
the Pilot isn't afraid of attention. Elite shown in Obsidian Blue Pearl. Aerodynamic Styling. Front
Grille. Body Lines. Bright, inch alloy wheels with machine-finished faces will have onlookers
stopping in their tracks. LED Tailights. The taillights straddle the tailgate and rear quarter panel
with their signature shape and feature distinct LED accents. Special Edition shown in Platinum
White Pearl. Special Edition. Plus, enjoy the convenience of the hands-free access power
tailgate. Honda Genuine Accessories. Tailor your Pilot with high-quality, Honda Genuine
Accessories as unique as you. From inch wheels to running boards, there are plenty of ways to
individualize your Pilot. Die-Cast Running Boards. These running boards are made from
durable, die-cast aluminum and add a more rugged, aggressive look to your Pilot. The sticker
package adds a sporty, dynamic look to your Pilot with graphics for the hood, sides and wheels.
Black Grille Trim Assembly. The black grille trim assembly is all about attitude and aesthetics,
adding an aggressive style to your vehicle. Roof Rails. Roof rails make great accents for your
SUV. When paired with crossbars, you can add bike racks, ski attachments and more. Lower
Door Trim. The chrome door trim is a stylish accent that gives your Pilot an even more upscale
look. Elite shown with Gray Leather. Discover premium features throughout and spacious
seating for up to eight. Seating for up to Eight. The Pilot features available leather seating
throughout the cabin for extra comfort. Plus, available seating for up to eight with multiple
seating configurations helps ensure you have room for the whole family. One-touch 2nd-row
seats standard on EX and above. One-Touch 2nd-Row Seating. Get easy access to the third row
with the push of a button on the one-touch 2nd-row seats. Heated and ventilated front seats
standard on Elite and Black Edition. Heated and Ventilated Front Seats. Experience a new level
of comfort with heated and ventilated front seats. On cold days, three heat settings ensure the
right level of warmth; on hot days, cool air circulates through the perforated leather-trimmed
seats. EX-L shown with Beige Leather. One-touch power moonroof standard on EX-L and above.
One-Touch Power Moonroof. Get some fresh air or a broader view with the one-touch power
moonroof. Plus, the sliding shade lets you control the amount of light you let in. Panoramic roof
standard on Elite and Black Edition. Panoramic Roof. The large panoramic roof on the Pilot
offers beautiful, expansive views to passengers in the second and third rows. Tri-zone
automatic climate control standard on EX and above. Tri-Zone Climate Control. Keeping all your
passengers comfortable is no problem with the independently adjustable tri-zone automatic
climate control system. Wireless phone charger standard on Elite and Black Edition. Wireless
Phone Charger. RES standard on Touring and above. Rear Entertainment System. RES also
supports an accessibility function for individuals with disabilities that gives audio feedback of
on-screen operation. To learn more, click here. Elite shown in Steel Sapphire Metallic.
Hands-free access power tailgate standard on Touring and above. Hands-Free Power Tailgate.
It's a breeze to load up for an adventure with the hands-free access power tailgate. Sorry, your
browser doesn't support embedded videos. Cargo Capacity. Door Sill Protection Film. The door
sill protection film helps provide the lower door lining with protection from scuffing. All-Season
Floor Mats. Wet boots? Muddy shoes? Dog hair? No problem. Food spills, dog hair, muddy
clothesâ€”the daily wear and tear on your rear seats can be brutal. But 2nd-row and 3rd-row
seat covers offer stylish protection that will help keep your original seats in primo condition.
The seatback protectors help protect the backs of the seats when folded down to load longer
items. Folding Cargo Tray. The folding cargo tray helps protect the floor in the rear storage area
from accidental spills that can happen during sharp turns and quick stops. Cargo Bin Dividers.
A place for everything and everything in its place. Elite shown with Beige Leather. The Pilot is
loaded with confidence-inspiring capabilities and an array of sophisticated features. Tested
Tough. From freezing temperatures to harsh terrain, the Pilot can perform almost anywhere you
take it. Intelligent Traction Management system standard on EX and above. Intelligent Traction
Management. Elite shown in Modern Steel Metallic. All-Wheel Drive. That's why the Pilot has an
available all-wheel-drive system. In addition to directions, it also features lane guidance to help
you prepare for upcoming turns. Wi-Fi hotspot capability standard on Touring and above. Blind
spot information system standard on EX and above. Blind Spot Information System. The blind
spot information system BSI uses sensors in the rear bumper to alert you when approaching
vehicles are detected in an adjacent lane. Cross Traffic Monitor standard on EX and above.
Cross Traffic Monitor. Multi-Angle Rearview Camera. From its inch black alloy wheels to its
gloss-black front grille and exclusive red ambient lighting and red seat stitching, the Pilot Black

Edition makes a bold statement. From its dynamic looks to its spacious, comfortable interior
and impressive technology, the Pilot outclasses the competition. Brochures image. Make Model
Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Best of
all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. AutoNation Chevrolet Valencia is honored to present a wonderful
example of pure vehicle design In their original incarnation, SUVs were chiefly owned by folks
who valued utility above sport. Not anymore! Intricately stitched leather and ergonomic design
seats are among the details in which test drivers say that Honda Pilot EX-L is in a league of its
own More information about the Honda Pilot: Honda is recognized for the quality of its design
and engineering, and the Pilot is no exception. However, the true value and strength of the
Honda Pilot is its roomy interior, which features seating for up to eight passengers. The Pilot's
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Buy Here Pay Here also
available. Home Delivery Available. Call or click to contact our online sales department.
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based
on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. We Understand it's about much more than
simply a vehicle. It's about a lifestyle. It's about those behind the wheel just like you and your
loved ones. We're passionate about the experience of our clients and the quality of the vehicles
we provide. We offer cars, trucks and SUVs for everyone from domestic to exotic and strive to
give world class service beginning to end. Let us help you put a little luxury in your life. We
offer Contactless purchase, Free home drop-off, Private dealer appointments and Virtual
appointments, please contact us to choose the appointment that best fits your wants and
needs. A Four Wheel Drive vehicle that stands out amongst the rest of the crowd. Serviced and
reconditioned and is a Bright example that will not stick around long! John Hinderer Honda in
Heath, OH treats the needs of each individual customer with paramount concern. We know that
you have high expectations, and as a car dealer we enjoy the challenge of meeting and
exceeding those standards each and every time. Allow us to demonstrate our commitment to
excellence! Our experienced sales staff is eager to share its knowledge and enthusiasm with
you. We encourage you to browse our online inventory, schedule a test drive and investigate
financing options. You can also request more information about a vehicle using our online form
or by calling Vehicle located at Haley Toyota Courtland Rd. Roanoke, Va. Call Dealer not
responsible for typographical errors. This car is scheduled to go to auction in 30 days. Recent
Arrival! Odometer is miles below market average! Worth area. Call and talk to one of our
dedicated Internet Managers today, they have the experience and authority to make your
purchase painless and trouble free! Need financing? Call us now! That's a good thing, as this
crossover's combination of performance, utility, and passenger accommodations make it
worthy of a high place on your shopping list. The Hubler Auto Group can claim the title for
selling more G. Pricing based on best incentive scenario. See associate for details. Call to
confirm that your vehicle selection is still here, and schedule an appointment with our customer
friendly Sales team, so we are prepared for your arrival. We inspect our vehicles with point
inspection to give you the peace of mind. Our vehicles are VA state inspected and
professionally detailed. Nationwide transportation available on additional cost. We Pay Top
Dollars for trade in. Call us today for more information and schedule your Test Drive Now! Fill
out the credit application online to get approved today. Down payment may vary depending on
your credit score. Special online pricing is based on one-time Cash Check Certified Funds.
Incentives include: student military and customer loyalty rebates that are subject to change at
any time. We reserve the rights to end this listing or any other listings at any time and sales
prices are subject to change without any notice. Ask about our nationwide extended warranty.
Visit our website at prideautosalesva. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 4, Engine Type Gas 4, Cylinders 6 cylinders 4, Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No
accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. Have had my Pilot 2 months. First service had it checked. Tech said it seemed to be a
problem but did not throw a code. He called Honda Tech line. Told that they have complaints
about this, but it was just characteristic of the Pilot. Today I went to the Dealer and drove
another Pilot. Yep, it did it too. Thought I would work out a trade of my new for a , but.. Beware
-Honda definitely has an engineering issue here!! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. You have no
vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners account. Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs.

Back to top. Engine Type. Displacement cc. Horsepower rpm SAE net. Torque lb-ft rpm. Redline
rpm. Bore and Stroke mm. Compression Ratio. Valve Train. Multi-Point Fuel Injection. Hill Start
Assist. High-Mounted Fresh-Air Intake. Direct Ignition System with Immobilizer. Heavy-Duty
Radiator with Watt Fans 2. May vary with driving conditions. Please see your Honda dealer for
details. Unit-Body Construction. MacPherson Strut Front Suspension. Stabilizer Bar mm.
Steering Wheel Turns, Lock-to-Lock. Steering Ratio. Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft.
All-Season Tires. Compact Spare Tire. Wheelbase in. Length in. Height in. Width in. Ground
Clearance in, unladen. Curb Weight lbs. Towing Capacity lbs. Cargo Volume cu ft, behind
3rd-row. Cargo Volume cu ft, behind 2nd-row. Cargo Volume cu ft, behind 1st-row. Passenger
Volume cu ft. Seating Capacity. Fuel gal. Required Fuel. Use for comparison purposes only. Do
not compare to models before Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you drive and
maintain your vehicle. Brake Assist. Side-Impact Door Beams. Child-Proof Rear Door Locks.
Tailgate with Lift-Up Glass Hatch. Variable Intermittent Windshield Wipers. Remote Entry.
Security System. Body-Colored Power Side Mirrors. Body-Colored Door Handles.
Heat-Rejecting Green-Tinted Glass. Acoustic Windshield. Rear Privacy Glass. Pre-Wired for
Trailer Harness. Alloy Wheels. Fog Lights. Body Side Molding. Front and Rear Splash Guards.
Integrated Glass Antenna. Chrome Exhaust Finishers. Power Door and Tailgate Locks. Cruise
Control. Illuminated Steering Wheel-Mounted Controls. Multi-Functional Center Console
Storage. Sliding Sun Visor Extensions. Sunglasses Holder. Tilt and Telescopic Steering
Column. Map Lights all rows. Ambient Console Lighting. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release.
Courtesy Door Lights Front- and 2nd-Row. Rear Window Defroster with Timer. Rear-Seat Heater
Ducts. Floor Mats. Cargo Area Light. Hidden Storage Well. Cargo Area Bag Hooks 5 Total. Head
Restraints at all Seating Positions. Average Fuel Economy Indicator. Digital Odometer and
Digital Trip Meters 2. Engine Oil Life Indicator. Exterior Temperature Indicator. Instant Fuel
Economy Indicator. Miles-to-Empty Indicator. ABS Indicator. Airbag System Indicator. Brake
System Indicator. Coolant Temperature Indicators. Cruise Control Indicators. Door Open
Indicator. DRL Indicator. Fog Light Indicator. Fuel Economy Indicator. Fuel Level Indicator.
Headlight-On Indicator. High-Beam Indicator. Immobilizer System Indicator. Low-Fuel Indicator.
Low-Oil Pressure Indicator. Low-Tire Pressure Indicator. Maintenance Minder Indicator.
Malfunction Indicator. Parking Brake Indicator. Seat Belt Reminder Indicator. Security System
Indicator. Shift Lever Position Indicator. Starter System Indicator. Washer Fluid Level Indicator.
Power tailgate with Lift-Up Glass Hatch. Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel. Automatic Dimming
Rearview Mirror. Conversation Mirror with Sunglasses Holder. Passenger's Seat with 4-Way
Power Adjustment. Leather-Trimmed Interior. Heated Front Seats. USB Audio Interface. Power
Tailgate Indicator. Average Speed Indicator. Customizable Door Lock and Window Settings.
Customizable Lighting Settings. Customizable Language Settings. Elapsed Time Indicator.
Welcome Screen. System Message Indicator. Roof Rails. Integrated Sunshades 2nd-Row. Cargo
Area Bag Hooks 4 Total. Cargo Net. Corner and Backup Sensor Indicator. Transmission Fluid
Temperature Indicator. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. That's how I feel about
the Honda Pilot Touring. Personally, I like the chunky look, and I like driving these for the most
part. I'm always struck by how smooth Honda engines are, and this is no exception. It rides and
handles OK, and by that I mean it feels tight from a squeaks-and rattles-standpoint, though this
is one SUV that I'd actually like to see get a slightly firmer suspension. This car feels a little
mushy to me and a wee bit clumsy. In fact, except for the smooth V6, it's a bit un-Honda. There's
a ton of room inside and I generally like the design, though the center stack is ginormous, and I
still think Honda puts too many buttons on there--witness our long-term Odyssey. Speaking of
which, other than the Pilot's all-wheel drive, I don't really see an advantage over the Odyssey
except that in the marketplace, minivans are so unhip. So maybe this Pilot's as-tested price is
not so bad after all. On the outside, the SUV got a revised front fascia complete with a new
three-bar grille, air dam and wheel designs. The interior sports new gauges, trim colors and a
reconfigured center stack that Honda says is more intuitive. For a quieter ride, the body-seam
sealing on the unibody connection points was upgraded and new rear-suspension subframe
mounts were added, along with body-seam sealants, beefed-up sound-deadening materials and
acoustic windshield. From behind the wheel, all of those quieting measures appeared to work.
The cabin is buttoned up well from road noise and wind noise to allow for a passenger over the
weekend to drift off for a short nap during an expressway run. I would say the ride can be
considered carlike, which is in stark contrast to its boxy, trucklike looks. At 80 mph, the Pilot is
smooth. Around corners, it doesn't fall over onto its side and feels surefooted for a 4,pound
vehicle with a high center of gravity. But I do agree with Wes that the Pilot could benefit from
slightly stiffer suspension tuning, while maintaining good ride quality. Steering is lightly
weighted but responsive to help make the Pilot easy to maneuver around parking lots. I've gone
on record with my admiration for this 3. It's one of the slickest V6s out there, but the five-speed

box is a bit of a disappointment when most competitors are rocking six-speed units. In mixed
driving, I managed about 17 mpg to match the EPA city rating. On a tank driven almost entirely
on the expressway with the cylinder deactivation and all, I saw That's a far cry from the 24 mpg
that the EPA gives the Pilot on the highway. I would guess an extra gear would help the Pilot
squeak out an extra mpg or two. To be fair, the Pilot, even with its five-speed gearbox, is still
competitive with newer midsize-SUV offerings such as the Ford Explorer. When the Explorer is
equipped with the 3. So the Pilot is a comfortable and flexible midsize SUV. The interior is built
with nice materials, there are plenty of storage compartments in the massive center console and
the seats are supportive and good over the long haul. And, even with the five-speed automatic,
it returns competitive fuel-economy figures. I'm sure that Honda is working feverishly on that
for the next -generation model, and improving fuel economy is probably at the top of the list of
objectives. I guess we'll see when it gets here, which should be within the next couple of years.
Until then, the current Pilot is a still more than a serviceable midsize-SUV soldier. The Honda
Pilot Touring edition is a perfectly fine alternative to the Honda Odyssey Touring, offering many
of the same features navigation, rear-seat entertainment and smart packaging three rows of
fold-flat seating for eight, shifter on the console , but you'll pay for your choice over the long
haul. Topping the list is fuel economy--we posted mpgs in the 17s to 19s with the Pilot, not quite
the EPA-combined 20 mpg. Our long-term Odyssey averages 22 mpg consistently smack on its
EPA combined number --a significantly better fuel number over the life of your stewardship.
And if your driving includes lots of highway, consider the Pilot's 24 mpg highway versus
Odyssey's 28 mpg. Three things--aerodynamics, AWD and what now seems like an antiquated
five-speed automatic transmission--contribute to the Pilot's poorer showing. In addition, though
this Pilot is stable and quiet, the Odyssey is far more carlike in ride and handling. Finally, a
minivan such as
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the Odyssey is so much more functional and flexible in use and passenger access, and it still
includes ample ability to tow and haul loads. All of that said, there's much to like about the Pilot
as a reasonable option if you have to have a ute--good V6 power, good ride and bulletproof
build quality. Other automakers have now caught up and passed Honda on these measures,
however, offering more powerful and fuel-efficient V6s and turbo engines, six-speed automatics
at minimum, along with all of the extras. Next time around, the Pilot needs a major makeover to
jump back to the head of the class. For more information: Check out the Honda Pilot Touring at
shopautoweek. Car Life. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
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